A functional NOS1 promoter polymorphism interacts with adverse environment on functional and dysfunctional impulsivity.
Neuronal nitric oxide synthase (NOS1) knockout results in increased impulsive aggression in mice under adverse housing conditions. In line with this, we have previously shown that a functional promoter polymorphism of NOS1, termed NOS1 ex1f-VNTR, is associated with impulsivity-related traits and related disorders. This study aims to examine whether adverse environment interacts with the risk allele on impulsivity-related measures. We here studied a population-based cohort of Estonian pupils, recruited at the age of 9 years and followed up for another 9 years. For 435 subjects, measures on impulsivity (Adaptive and Maladaptive Impulsivity Scale, BIS-11, Stop Signal data, and Visual Comparison Test, VCT), environmental conditions (stressful life events and family environment), and NOS1 ex1f-VNTR genotype were available. We found a genotype main effect in that presence of a short NOS1 ex1f-VNTR allele was associated with higher levels of adaptive impulsivity, especially in males, but also worse performance in the VCT and the Stop Signal test. Both stressful life events as well as adverse family environment interacted with the risk genotype to increase maladaptive impulsivity. This study provides further evidence that short alleles of NOS1 ex1f-VNTR go along with impulsive behavior. In the absence of adverse environmental conditions, this may lead to a beneficial effect as functional forms of impulsivity are affected. This however is reversed under negative conditions, as dysfunctional impulsivity is increased under these circumstances. This data provides evidence that NOS1 ex1f-VNTR is subject to balancing selection potentially explaining persistence of the risk allele in the population.